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Justice Programme - Supporting initiatives in the Field of Drugs Policy - Italian no-profit organization is looking for partners

Italian no profit organization, with a long experience in drug addiction and marginality problems is looking for partners to participate to the call Supporting initiatives in the Field of Drugs Policy-Justice Programme. The aim is to implement qualified training of operators and raise awareness among stakeholders to tackle the problem of drug addiction affecting minors and early youth. Partners sought: no-profit organization operating in the same field, universities and public health services.
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CHECK OUT HORIZON EUROPE STRUCTURE AND THE FIRST CALLS
A licensee sought for an advanced scanning X-ray fluorescence analyser of rather inorganic materials

Researchers from a Czech university developed a device based on X-ray fluorescence for non-destructive analysis of materials. The analyses with standard devices determine elemental composition only in a selected spot on an investigated object. This device enables scanning of a selected area with a variable detection angle, which makes possible to obtain surface distributions of present chemical elements with approximate depth distributions. Partners interested in licensing agreement are sought.

A French company is proposing its secure online platform for collaborative diagnosis with many functionalities from tele-expertise to multidisciplinary meetings.

A French SME based in the south of France has developed a secure online platform for healthcare professionals. This platform includes services like tele-expertise, multidisciplinary meetings, and teleconsultation. It is a platform where health professionals can communicate, create private groups in order to facilitate the healthcare pathway and the interactions. They are looking for health facilities in EU countries to collaborate under a commercial agreement with technical assistance.

Enviro-Friendly Formulation for High Yield Recycling of Silver Wastes

A Singapore institute of higher learning has developed a user- and environmentally-friendly means to efficiently extract silver selectively from silver-coated solid waste. The formulation is relatively easy to handle and eliminates the safety, health and environmental problems associated with the use and post-treatment of conventional lixiviants. The technology provider seeks licensing or technical cooperation opportunities.
Russian company is looking for robotic medical rehabilitation equipment

The Russian technology integrator is looking for various robotic medical rehabilitation equipment for commercialization in Russia. The company is looking for foreign manufacturers to localize the production of their technology in Russia as part of a joint venture or license agreements.

Seeking chocolate and fat-based filling modification solutions with good mouthfeel

A Singapore MNE is seeking dry ingredients in a chocolate/fat-based filling system that can replace and has a similar mouthfeel to sugar, or ingredient technologies that can counteract such negative mouthfeel attributes. This is to meet a growing demand for lower fat and sugar products that do not compromise on mouthfeel, even with reduced fat and sugar levels. Partners with the above technologies or capabilities are sought for R&D collaboration, joint venture or license agreement.

Looking for Z-fold with product processing for manufacturing line

A Belgian multinational active in consumer goods is looking for methods, processes, industry examples, or companies that are capable of producing a Z-folded web with products sandwiched into one side. Licence or technical cooperation agreements are sought with industrial partners, technology providers or research centers.
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